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Copyright © All rights reserved. Reproduction and distribution in any 
way, shape, or form is forbidden. No part of this manual or its 
accompanying audio and/or video material shall be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any other means, electronic, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without prior 
written permission from the author. Copyrighted materials cited in this 
course are reproduced here for educational purposes only under fair 
use provisions of U.S. Copyright law.

Disclaimer

The material included in this report is intended for informational 
purposes only and in no way is meant to substitute for individualized 
mental health therapy provided in person by a professional. No claim 
to cure, treat, diagnose or otherwise provide mental or behavioral 
health care is guaranteed, promised or implied by this report. We do 
not accept any liability or injury, loss, or damage incurred by the use 
of, or reliance upon, information contained in this report. 

If you are in need of mental health services, please contact a licensed 
professional. If there is an immediate or life threatening crisis, or any 
other mental health emergency, CALL 911.
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Introduction 

This is a magic chest of “mind magic tricks”. The tricks are tactics, but 

tactics without a solid strategy can backfire on you. The strategy is The 

Magic Of Making Up main guide. Please read, understand and follow 

the main guide before you start pulling tricks from this hat. 

I remember when I was about 11; I got a beautiful wood acoustic 

guitar from my Uncle. I was ecstatic. I dreamed of playing Stairway to 

Heaven. So, Mom enrolled me in a beginner’s class. I had to walk to 

class lugging my guitar almost 2 miles. 

Then, we would practice BORING chords until it seemed the cows 

came home. 

I still remember to this day when the instructor announced we would 

play our first song. 

I could hardly wait! 

What would it be? 

A Pink Floyd song? Freebird?...gulp…could it be Stairway To Heaven? 

My heart sank as the instructor proudly announced that we would 

play… 

Oh! Susanna. 

Man…I thought…I just want to play my favorite songs. I don’t wanna 

learn FOLK MUSIC! 
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Well, to make a long story short. I quit my lessons. Got a friend to 

teach me some of Stairway To Heaven. It was really hard…and I 

SUCKED. And…I promptly gave up the guitar all together…and still 

don’t play to this day. 

Sad really. 

If I would have stuck it out a little longer, learned my chords and how 

to read music (the strategy)…then learned all the “cool tricks” 

(tactics)…I would probably be playing to this day. 

Follow me? 

For example…I am going to show you a really cool trick to get 

someone (your ex) to answer your phone call or text message, but 

where are you going to take it from there? You better have a plan! Or 

you may just be sitting there with them on the other line…and you’re 

choking on your own spit not knowing WHAT to say. 

And what will happen more than likely? (Without a strategy?) 

You will say stuff that comes off as desperate, needy…or worse 

argumentative. 

This magic is POWERFUL. Like a knife, it can be used for good or 

bad. It can be used to persuade and manipulate. Please use it for the 

greater good. 
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Magic Second Chance Letter 

This is called the Magic Second Chance Letter. The “second chance” 

has a dual meaning. 

The first meaning is that it is a “second chance” if you have already 

made a ton of mistakes in trying to get back with your ex - this is the 

bandage. 

The second meaning is simply a foot in the door for a “second chance” 

and gaining an opening back into the heart and mind of your ex. 

How and When To Use The Magic Letter 

Here is a big secret. 

Don’t type the letter, don’t instant message portions of the letter, Don’t 

email it, you want to HANDWRITE the letter. 

Sounds old school, but today a handwritten letter is out of the 

ordinary… and being “unusual” it WILL get read! 

The best time to use the letter is a few days after the break up, 

BEFORE any acts of desperation have taken place. 

The other time is “bandaging” some “dumb” things that might have 

been said or done after a break up. These are usually acts of 

desperation. 

Is there a time not to use it? Yes, it would be silly to send this letter to 

your ex if you are just rekindling an old relationship. It would just be 

weird and unproductive. 
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Why the Magic Letter Works 

The goal of the letter is simply to show that you are okay and fine with 

the break up. 

This creates a vacuum in their mind. It allows their mind to start to 

miss you and want you again. 

Now, notice I say ALLOWS. See, their mind can’t possibly even start 

to miss you or want you back…if consciously and/or subconsciously 

they know that they can just pick up the phone…snap their 

fingers…and poof your back. 

Does that make sense? 

A few days ago I was sitting and working in my office and we had a 

horrible windstorm. Just horrible winds at over 50 MPH. Trees blew 

down. Power lines got knocked out. It is the dead of winter and 

suddenly all power goes out. Which, since I have electric heating and 

air, meant I was suddenly without heat. 

Long story short… 

We were without electricity and without heat for 3 days. Let me tell 

you, I missed that electricity something terrible. Until that point, I 

hadn’t thought about my electricity except once a month to pay the 

usual bill. When the electricity finally came back on, it was like a 

Super Bowl celebration at my home. High fives and cheers rang out 

through the house. 
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So, in essence, we are going to “turn off the electricity” in your ex’s 

house. 

Follow? 

There are several psychological factors involved here. 

1. Humans have a tendency to take things for granted 

2. Humans will fight ten times harder to save from losing 

something…than to gain something. 

3. Humans tend to want what they can’t have. 

4. Humans tend to want even more…what is JUST out of their 

grasp. 

And we are going to sprinkle in a couple other elements…like curiosity 

and intrigue that make the letter even more effective. 

The Major Components & Guidelines 

I am going to give you the actual example letter. At the same time, I 

want to talk about some of the elements inside so that you can change 

it around if you need to. 

Your overall goal is to demonstrate to your ex that you have accepted 

the break up. This is really important especially if you had made 

mistakes in the heat of the break up. Many men and women do. The 

important thing is to show a calmness and acceptance NOW. 

Apologize BRIEFLY…for acting desperate…or crazy…or for 

something hurtful you did. Make sure it is a SMALL THING. If you 
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had an affair, don’t say…”Oh, by the way, I’m sorry for the affair.” 

And remember…KEEP IT BRIEF…no more than two or three 

sentences. 

The next part is where you want to pique their curiosity a little and 

plant a HAPPY IMAGE OF YOU in their head. A good way to do 

this is to mention something great, wonderful, or terrific has just 

happened to you. It paints a picture of you in their mind as being 

happy and fortunate. You can’t be happy and desperate at the same 

time. Right? 

Now, you may want to plan in advance, the “fortunate event”. It 

doesn’t have to be a big deal like winning the lottery. In fact, do NOT 

lie. FIND SOMETHING TO BE FORTUNATE ABOUT. Just don’t 

say what it is in the letter! 

Are you following? 

The “magic” happens when your ex IMAGINES you as happy. And 

capable of being happy without them. Okay? Your fortunate event 

could be as simple as running into your old best friend in high school. 

In the close…remind them that you BOTH need space, but that you 

would like to fill them in on your good luck or fortune. 
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So here’s a sample of The Magic 2nd chance letter you can use as a 

guideline. Please note the below letter has been written for a man 

looking to get his ex-girlfriend back. Please feel free to customize the 

letter template based on your situation. 

*************** Handwritten **************

John, 

Just wanted to drop off a short note to let you know that I am totally okay with 

your decision to split up. 

Saw it coming for a while. 

I wanted to also let you know how sorry I am for carrying on with that girl at 

the party last Friday. It was totally disrespectful to you. I apologize that I hurt 

you. 

Oh! Some good news! I had a fantastic change in fortune and luck the other 

day. Funny timing…huh? 

Love to fill you in…but in the future. You and I both need some space right 

now. 

-Jane 

The letter really does work magic when used with the Magic of 

Making Up system. 

In fact, don’t be surprised if they call or try to get in contact with you. 

BUT, do NOT return their call or advance. 
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Follow through with the whole system in The Magic Of Making Up. 

If they call several times or make several advances, just send them a 

short message and say…”I got your message I will get in touch with 

you soon.” And leave it at that. 

As a parting note, I want to strongly warn you that you can’t just send 

them the letter and then expect everything to be fine. 

You have to follow through with the rest of the Magic of Making Up 

system. 

This is an opening move. A great one, but is still just an opening. 

Okay? 

Imagine if you paid to see the magician David Copperfield perform 

and David comes out on stage and does his first opening magic trick. 

Imagine he blows your mind with his very first magic act. 

But then… 

Turns around…bows and says “Good Night!” 

You’d be like “What the __________?” and you’d be mad too because 

you are all primed for the rest of the show. 

THAT is what it is like if you just give him/her the letter only and 

expect anything meaningful to happen from there. 

Cool? 

Don’t let that happen to you. 
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About T W Jackson

T W Jackson is the author of Magic of Making Up and he has helped 

over 15,000 couples in over 57 countries get back together.

For more free resources on how to create amazing, long-lasting and 

authentic relationships without manipulation, losing your dignity or 

giving ultimatums, visit www.LoveEvolveandThrive.com.
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